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ABSTRACT

At broad scales, community ecologists study how biogeographic factors like environmental dissimilarity and geographic distance influence community assembly and composition. At small scales, community ecologists study how one or several species interact to determine habitat partitioning and coexistence. In this dissertation, I present studies at both scales. Chapter One investigates community assembly across the Caribbean, Central, and South American radiations of *Anolis* lizards and Eleutherodactylid frogs to test whether oceanic islands are unique in their assembly processes. Such uniqueness is suggested by high levels of endemism on islands; however, comparable levels of endemism can be found in mainland communities. I modeled the rate of species turnover between mainland communities, with respect to geographic distance and environmental dissimilarity, and then used the mainland model to predict turnover among islands. Turnover among island communities was significantly higher than predicted from the mainland model, confirming the long-held but untested assumption that island assemblages accumulate biodiversity differently than their mainland counterparts. Chapter Two reviews the evidence for ecological character displacement (ECD), an evolutionary process whereby two resource competitors diverge from one another in phenotype and resource use, facilitating coexistence in a community. I find that, despite current scientific opinion, the evidence for ECD is equivocal; most cases of ECD pattern fail to rule out processes alternative to resource competition that could create the same pattern. I conclude that better evidence may come from real time tests of ECD. Chapters Three and Four describe just such a test in small island populations of *Anolis carolinensis*. In Chapter Three, I find that small island populations of *A.*
*carolinensis* that have come into sympatry with a novel competitor, the invasive *A. sagrei*, shift their habitat use to become more arboreal, compared to allopatric populations. Consistent with prediction, individuals from sympatric populations have larger toepads with additional adhesive scales – a common adaptation to arboreality in *Anolis*. In Chapter Four, I describe a common garden experiment that finds that the observed toepad divergence is an evolved response, suggesting rates of divergence for toepad area and scale number on par with well known examples of contemporary evolution.
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Introduction

Yoel E. Stuart

Museum of Comparative Zoology and Department of Organismic and Evolutionary Biology
26 Oxford Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
Community ecology is the study of the ecological, evolutionary, and biogeographical factors that govern how groups of species assemble and coexist in communities [1]. At the continental scale, community ecologists study the biotic and abiotic factors that determine general patterns of species diversity. The best known metric of species diversity is species richness, or alpha diversity, which describes the number of species that live in a community. There are many factors that influence species richness [2]. For example, island biogeography theory suggests that, all else equal, communities that encompass a large area are also more likely to receive immigrants that introduce new species restore species lost to stochastic extinction; this is especially true if the focal community is not too far from other communities with similar environments [3,4]. The species richness of a community is also expected to increase with increasing area because larger areas will harbor a greater diversity of biotic and abiotic habitats and such ecological opportunity may even promote in situ speciation within the community [3,4].

Another metric of species diversity is species turnover, or beta diversity. Species turnover measures how communities change across space. Generally, species turnover is expected to increase with geographical distance because species that have limited dispersal abilities will not be able to move between distant communities [5-7]. Moreover, greater distance between communities increases the likelihood of there being an impassable barrier to dispersal. Environmental dissimilarity between communities also influences species turnover. Turnover is expected to increase with greater environmental dissimilarity because fewer species will have broad enough niche requirements or enough adaptive phenotypic plasticity to survive in two very different environments [5-7]. By studying the processes, like those mentioned above, that govern alpha and beta diversity across space and time, community ecologists are developing a better
understanding of the causes of diversity. In Chapter One, I study the evolution of diversity in two Neotropical vertebrate radiations by testing how geographic distance, environmental dissimilarity, and a water barrier influence species turnover between island and mainland communities.

I start with the observation that oceanic islands are remarkable for their high endemism, suggesting that islands promote unique assembly processes; however, comparable levels of endemism can be found in mainland communities, suggesting that islands may not be as unique as usually assumed. To test this assumption, I study two well-documented, species-rich vertebrate lineages both distributed across the Caribbean and mainland Central and South America: Anolis lizards and Terrarana frogs. With similar evolutionary histories [8,9], these lineages serve approximately as biological replicates of one another, allowing us to compare and contrast how patterns of species turnover relate to biological characteristics of the two lineages. For each clade, I model how mainland assemblies turn over their species composition with geographic distance and environmental dissimilarity. I then use these models to predict turnover between mainland and island communities and among island communities, given their geographic distance and environmental dissimilarity, and ask how well predictions from the mainland model match observed turnover involving islands. If the mainland model accurately predicts island turnover, then islands may not be as unique in their assembly processes as is often assumed. If islands are not well predicted, then we have provided additional evidence that island assemblages accumulate biodiversity differently than their mainland counterparts.

Community ecologists also work at small scales, studying the interactions of two or a few organisms to understand how each influences the other. A major goal at this scale is to understand the niche: the set of ecological and environmental conditions required by a species
[10,11], or alternatively, the ecological role that a species plays in a community [12,13]. How
niches evolve in response to predation, mutualism, and competition from other species in a
community is directly related to processes of extinction, coexistence, succession, and the
accumulation of biological diversity [14].

In Chapters 2-4, I investigate an evolutionary mechanism thought to be an important
facilitator of species coexistence: character displacement. Character displacement is the process
of divergence in resource use and morphology between two interacting species [15,16].
Traditionally, the driving interaction is taken to be resource competition, but other species
interactions like intraguild predation, agonistic encounters, apparent competition, or
reinforcement may also drive character displacement [17]. In Chapter Two, I review the
evidence for prevalence and importance of character displacement driven by resource
competition, or Ecological Character Displacement (ECD). The current scientific opinion for
ECD is very positive and resource competition is commonly invoked to explain differences
among species without rigorously testing the claim. To examine whether positive opinion for
ECD has surged ahead of the available data, I compiled case studies from two influential reviews
of ECD as well as my own review of the literature, and measured these case studies against six
criteria meant to ferret out strong cases of ECD [18].

In Chapter Three, I describe a test for the evolution of character displacement in real time
that addresses each character displacement criterion discussed in Chapter Two (while remaining
agnostic to the exact type of species interaction that may drive character displacement). I take
advantage of a natural experiment created by a species invasion to ask whether small-island
populations of Anolis carolinensis have adapted to the recent invasion of A. sagrei, an
ecologically similar species with which A. carolinensis likely interacts strongly. Based on the
wealth of knowledge about *Anolis* habitat use and ecomorphology, I predicted *a priori* that island populations of *A. carolinensis* sympatric with the invader would respond by shifting their habitat use to become more arboreal, a common habitat partitioning strategy in anoles. I also predicted that those higher-perching populations should show larger toepads with additional adhesive scales, a common adaptation to arboreality in anoles. In Chapter Four, we tested the genetic basis of an observed morphological response in toepad area and scale number by conducting a common garden experiment with the offspring of gravid, wild-caught females from the islands. Persistence of field differences under common garden conditions would be indicative of an evolved response by *A. carolinensis* to novel interactions with *A. sagrei*, as predicted by character displacement theory.
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ABSTRACT

Many oceanic islands are notable for their high endemism, suggesting that islands may promote unique assembly processes. However, mainland assemblages sometimes harbor comparable levels of endemism, suggesting that island biotas may not be as unique as often assumed. Here, we test the uniqueness of island biotic assembly by comparing the rate of species turnover among islands and the mainland, after accounting for distance decay and environmental gradients. We modeled species turnover as a function of geographic and environmental distance for mainland (M-M) communities of Anolis lizards and Terrarana frogs, two clades that have diversified extensively on Caribbean islands and the mainland Neotropics. We compared mainland-island (M–I) and island-island (I–I) species turnover to predictions of the M–M model. If island assembly is not unique, then the M–M model should successfully predict M–I and I–I turnover, given geographic and environmental distance. We found that M–I turnover and, to a lesser extent, I–I turnover were significantly higher than predicted for both clades. Thus, in the first quantitative comparison of mainland–island species turnover, we confirm the long-held but untested assumption that island assemblages accumulate biodiversity differently than their mainland counterparts.
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INTRODUCTION

Oceanic islands and archipelagos are often characterized by high rates of endemism [1] that likely result from rapid speciation (anagenetic and cladogenetic) on islands of sufficient area and isolation [2-7]. For example, the Hawaiian Archipelago hosts several classic adaptive radiations including silverswords and honeycreepers. The oft-cited pattern of high island endemism suggests that a unique combination of processes may govern assembly on islands. However, many mainland areas also house endemic biotas with endemism levels that can rival the classic adaptive radiations of oceanic islands [8], especially in mountainous habitat islands characterized by dispersal barriers and steep environmental gradients [9]. Even in less mountainous regions, differences in habitat type, climatic gradients, or spatial separation can lead to substantial turnover across space [10,11]. The existence of mainland communities that harbor similar levels of endemism to islands suggests that island and mainland assembly may be more similar than currently recognized and that islands may not be the unique generators of diversity they have long been assumed to be.

Here, we focus on species turnover along geographic and environmental gradients to test for an island effect on biotic assembly. Mainland–island species diversity relationships have been, and remain, a stimulus of evolutionary and biogeographical theory [7,12-14]. However, the predominant focus has been on the species richness of individual islands relative to the mainland. In contrast, the mainland–island relationship for species turnover remains undescribed and unexplored. To remedy this, we compare rates of species turnover within the mainland (M–M) to rates of mainland–island (M–I) and island–island (I–I) turnover for two species-rich herpetofaunal radiations in the Caribbean and Neotropics: *Anolis* lizards and Terrarana frogs.
The rate of species turnover has generally been modeled as a function of geographic distance and environmental dissimilarity [10,11,15]. Large geographic distances may generate high species turnover by lowering the probability of species exchange through dispersal and increasing the probability of anagenetic speciation through reduced gene flow, while environmental dissimilarity can lead to high turnover as a result of environmental filtering or ecological speciation during local adaptation to different environments. Thus, high species turnover between islands or islands and the mainland is not necessarily indicative of unique island assembly; M–I and I–I species turnover may be high but still consistent with M–M turnover for a given geographic isolation and environmental dissimilarity.

Alternatively, there may be an added ‘island effect’ on species turnover beyond that expected from geographic distance and environmental dissimilarity that stems from the inhospitable overwater dispersal barrier surrounding islands; comparatively reduced dispersal, limited gene flow, and increased ecological opportunity on islands may drive unique assembly of island floras and faunas. In this case, the M–M model would poorly predict M–I and I–I species turnover. To our knowledge, this island effect has never been quantitatively tested.

METHODS
(a) Study organisms

Anolis lizards (Iguanidae) and Terrarana frogs (sensu [16]; Leptodactylidae) have radiated extensively in the Caribbean and New World tropics, with approximately 400 and 850 species, respectively. Both clades are insectivorous, include species that are arboreal, terrestrial, or partially aquatic [16,17], and lay direct-developing eggs [17,18]. Phylogenetic and biogeographic reconstructions suggest that both clades originated in the mainland Neotropics,
colonized the Caribbean islands, and back-colonized the mainland from the Caribbean once, where they radiated again [19,20].

(b) *Mainland and Caribbean faunas*

(i) *Species lists*

We defined terraranans according to two recent studies [16,20] and anoles following [21]. We built Caribbean species lists for both clades in November 2011 by cross-referencing published lists [16,17,20,22] against the online databases CaribHerp (www.caribherp.org), HerpNet (www.herpnet.org), and Amphibian Species of the World 5.5 (http://research.amnh.org/vz/herpetology/amphibia). For mainland terraranans, we considered the 865 terraranan species with IUCN range maps (www.iucnredlist.org/technical-documents/spatial-data), 714 of which were mainland species. For mainland anoles, we used the 203 species range maps built by [21].

(ii) *Island Species Composition*

Using the resources mentioned above, we determined the anole and terraranan species composition of Caribbean islands for which we could obtain environmental data, resulting in 65 islands for anoles and 46 islands for terraranans (19 islands that contained anoles did not contain terraranans; Table S1.1). For comparison we also extracted terraranan island species composition from the IUCN range maps (there are no island IUCN range maps for anoles). Species presences that likely resulted from human introductions were excluded.

(iii) *Mainland Species Composition*

We used an island-shaped cookie-cutter approach to define mainland sub-regions (MSRs) within which species composition could be determined from the IUCN range maps (Fig. 1.1). Each cookie-cutter’s orientation and placement was randomly determined. Due to the larger land
area in South America, purely random placement could result in underrepresentation of more northern environments. To account for this, we first selected a random latitude. Longitude was then randomly chosen from the available land at the chosen latitude. This approach is similar to the spreading-dye method of [21] except that it preserved island shape as well as size. Each island in our study was represented by five MSRs, resulting in 230 non-overlapping MSRs for terraranans and 325 for anoles. Sampling was performed separately for anoles and terraranans and was limited to regions with at least one anole (or terraranan) species. Following [21], we excluded the disjunct distribution of *A. carolinensis* in the southeast United States as this region was colonized from the Caribbean [23], and whether it should be treated as part of the mainland or as a biogeographical island is unclear.

![FIGURE 1.1. Island-shaped cookie cutter sampling scheme for anoles (a) and terraranans (b). Each island is represented five times on the mainland. The large, light-grey mainland areas depict the region where at least one species is present. Randomly sampled mainland areas are depicted within this region.](image)
(c) Quantifying Species Turnover

We quantified species turnover between all island and MSR combinations using the Sørensen dissimilarity index, where zero indicates that two sites share the same species assemblage and one indicates no shared species. Turnover measured using Jaccard’s index was nearly identical (Pearson’s r > 0.98 for both clades). Sørensen and Jaccard’s indices are commonly used and easily interpretable measures of species turnover. For islands, turnover from the IUCN ranges and from our manually assembled species lists was essentially indistinguishable (Pearson’s r > 0.99), so only the latter was used as it included two additional islands.

(d) Quantifying geographic, environmental, and area dissimilarity

We measured geographic distance as the minimum straight-line distance among islands and MSRs. The straight-line distance between MSRs was highly correlated with minimum overland distance (Pearson’s r = 0.99), so we used straight-line distance to maintain consistency with island comparisons. We measured environmental distance between two sampling areas using the Euclidean distance. Environment was quantified using the first five principal components from a PCA on 16 environmental variables derived from the Worldclim dataset (Table S1.2; [24]) and mean net primary productivity on an island from the MODIS satellite productivity data from 2000-2010; https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/products/modis_products_table). The environmental variables quantified mean and extreme environmental conditions as well as spatial and seasonal variation in temperature, precipitation, and elevation. The five PCs accounted for 90% (terraranans) and 89% (anoles) of the environmental variation among islands and MSRs. We also calculated all pair-wise differences in area among MSRs and islands. Species turnover and geographic, environmental, and area dissimilarity data can be found in the Dryad depository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.gm2p8.
(e) Model selection and prediction

Treating anoles and terraranans separately, we used multiple regression on distance matrices [25] to determine the within-mainland (M–M) relationship between species turnover and geographic distance, environmental distance, and area difference. Because our turnover data were constrained between zero and one and were dominated by these values, we fit generalized linear models using a logit link. Following [21,26], we tested all possible models to identify the best fitting model(s), considering linear, quadratic, and all first-order interaction terms as potential predictors. We used Occam’s Window [27] based on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to identify the best set of near-equivalent models for prediction. We evaluated model significance by randomly permuting island and MSR identities 1000 times and comparing observed BIC and deviance explained ($D^2$) to this null distribution.

We used Bayesian Model Averaging [27] using the best M–M model(s) chosen by model selection to predict species turnover between MSRs and islands (M–I) and between islands (I–I). Treating M–I and I–I separately, we evaluated predictive performance of the M-M models by regressing observed turnover on predicted turnover [28]. We generated a null distribution of 1000 slope and intercept coefficients by randomly permuting island and MSR identities, recalculating turnover for M–I (or I–I), and refitting the observed vs. predicted regression. If the M–M model poorly predicts the M–I (or I–I) species turnover relationship, then the observed regression coefficients will differ from the null expectation. Importantly, the range of environmental and geographic distances for M-I and I-I comparisons fell within the range of M-M comparisons (Fig. S1.1), ensuring that we were not extrapolating beyond the range of the M-M data to predict M-I and I-I patterns.

RESULTS
(a) M–M Relationships

For terraranans, all-subsets regression using BIC and Occam’s Window identified a single-best model that explained 65% of the deviance:

\[ ST = -1.37 + 1.3 \times 10^{-3} (Dist) + 6.4 \times 10^{-7} (Dist)^2 + 0.23(Env) - 0.11(Area) - 9.6 \times 10^{-5} (Dist \times Env) + \epsilon, \]

where \( ST \) is species turnover, \( Dist \) is the geographic distance, \( Env \) is the environmental distance, and \( Area \) is the area difference between MSR sampling units. Turnover was more closely related to geographic and environmental distance than to area difference (Fig. 1.2). Observed model BIC and deviance explained were significant according to the permutation test (\( D^2 = 0.65, \ P < 0.001; \ BIC=7092.0, \ P < 0.001 \)).

For anoles, the relationship was similar to that for terraranans (Fig. 1.2). However, two models fit the data almost equally well. One of these models included the same predictors as the best terraranan model with a similar fit (\( D^2 = 0.62, \ BIC=36466.9 \)):

\[ ST = -2.16 + 6.0 \times 10^{-4} (Dist) + 1.2 \times 10^{-7} (Dist)^2 + 0.29(Env) - 0.096(Area) - 4.2 \times 10^{-5} (Dist \times Env) + \epsilon. \]

The second model included an additional interaction term between \( Dist \) and \( Area \) that slightly improved model fit (\( D^2 = 0.62, \ BIC=36462.5 \)):

\[ ST = -2.09 + 5.5 \times 10^{-4} (Dist) + 1.2 \times 10^{-7} (Dist)^2 + 0.30(Env) - 0.27(Area) - 4.6 \times 10^{-5} (Dist \times Env) + 6.1 \times 10^{-5} (Dist \times Area) + \epsilon. \]

Observed BIC and deviance explained were significant for both anole models according to the permutation test (\( P < 0.001 \) for both \( D^2 \) and BIC statistics).
FIGURE 1.2. The relationship between species turnover (Sørensen dissimilarity) and geographic distance (a, d), environmental dissimilarity (b, e), and area difference (c, f) between mainland species assemblages for anoles (top row: a, b, c) and terraranans (bottom row: d, e, f). Lines are Lowess curves.
(b) Predicting M–I relationships

Species turnover between MSRs and islands was greater than predicted by the M–M model for both anoles and terraranans (Fig. 1.3). Slopes from the M–I observed vs. predicted regression were significantly shallower than the null expectation (anoles: 0.013 ± 5.5e-4 s.e.; terraranans: 0.0±0.0 s.e.; P<0.001 for both clades), while intercepts were significantly greater than the null expectation (anoles: 0.99 ± 4.4e-4; terraranans: 1.0±0.0; P<0.001 for both clades).

FIGURE 1.3. Observed vs. predicted species turnover for mainland–island (I–M) comparisons based on the mainland–mainland (M–M) relationship for anoles (a, c) and terraranans (b, d). In (a) and (c), M–M relationship are shown in grey and M–I in black. Note that the abundance of turnover values equal to 1.0 partially obscures the best-fit regression line in (a) and (b). (c) and (d) show the actual M–I regression line (black) relative to 1000 null observed vs. predicted relationships (grey).
(c) Predicting I–I relationships

Patterns of I–I turnover were more accurately predicted than M–I turnover, though accuracy was still low, especially for anoles (Fig. 1.4). The *Anolis* slope (0.48±0.03; P<0.001) and intercept (0.77±0.01, P<0.001) from the observed vs. predicted I–I regression remained significantly greater and shallower than the null expectation, respectively. For terraranans, the intercept was significantly greater than expected (0.30±0.02, P<0.03), but the slope did not differ significantly from null expectation (0.79±0.03, P>0.10).

FIGURE 1.4. Observed vs. predicted species turnover for island–island (I–I) comparisons based on the mainland–mainland (M–M) relationship for anoles (a,c) and terraranans (b,d). In (a) and (c), M–M relationship are shown in grey and I–I in black. (c) and (d) show the actual I–I regression line (black) relative to 1000 null observed vs. predicted relationships (grey).
DISCUSSION

(a) Mainland–Mainland Species Turnover

*Anolis* and Terrarana species turnover among MSRs increased with geographic and environmental distance between assemblages (Fig. 1.2), a pattern consistent with turnover patterns of vertebrate and invertebrate taxa worldwide [10,11,29]. The best mainland model for terraranans shared the same predictors and interaction terms as one of the two best models for anoles, suggesting that the two clades accumulate biodiversity in similar ways along spatial and environmental gradients.

Mainland anole assemblages turned over more slowly through geographic and environmental space than terraranan assemblages. Buckley and Jetz [10] linked the rate of species turnover to average range size, with higher turnover in clades composed of smaller-ranged species. Our results are consistent with this pattern; the average range size of terraranans was ~6x smaller than that of anoles. An average range size–turnover relationship is expected on theoretical grounds [30]; however, rather than a direct causal relationship (e.g., small ranges cause high turnover), turnover pattern differences between anoles and terraranans likely reflect the interaction of dispersal ability, environmental adaptation [10], and biotic interactions, though differences in taxonomic splitting among clades may also play a role (see Caveats section below).

(b) Mainland–Island Species Turnover

M–I species turnover patterns were very similar for both anoles and terraranans (Fig 1.3a, b). Species turnover was complete for every terraranan community and nearly every anole community. However, complete or high turnover alone is not sufficient to infer an island effect on species turnover. M–I turnover could still be consistent with the M–M relationship if islands
are sufficiently environmentally dissimilar or far away from mainland areas. Our data reject this possibility; for both clades, M–I species turnover was higher than predicted based on the M-M relationship, given M–I geographic and environmental distances (Fig. 1.3 c, d). This island effect on species turnover is likely the result of several related processes. The harshness of the intervening habitat matrix between islands and the mainland (i.e. salt water) likely renders M–I distances greater in terms of dispersal probability compared to equivalent distances on the mainland. Another key factor is the severe reduction of gene flow from mainland to island populations; without the opposing effects of gene flow [31], island colonizers are more likely to speciate [6]. Lastly, ecological opportunity on islands can promote adaptive radiation and diversification [32], leading to high rates of endemism and turnover. These same processes also contribute to differing M–I species richness patterns in anoles [21], and probably in terraranans (Y. Stuart, unpublished data), which may also influence rates of species turnover [33].

(c) Island–Island Species Turnover

Like M–I species turnover, I–I species turnover was significantly higher for each clade than predicted by the best M–M models (Fig. 1.4), again consistent with high speciation (anagenetic and cladogenetic) rates on islands. However, for both clades, the rate at which turnover varied with geographic and environmental distance was closer to the M–M relationship than for M–I comparisons. For terraranans, the slope of the observed vs. predicted regression was not significantly different from the null expectation, indicating a similar relationship as for mainland turnover. Similarly, while the Anolis observed vs. predicted species turnover regression slope differed significantly from the null expectation, it was closer to the null than M–I turnover (compare panels c and d from both Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.4).
Why would I–I species turnover be more influenced by geographic and environmental distance than M–I species turnover when the same overwater barriers and reductions in gene flow likely apply? Firstly, islands may have shared geological histories unique from the mainland that would not be accounted for in the M-M model. For example, many islands in our study belong to island banks that formed large, connected landmasses during periods of low sea level (e.g., the Great Bahama Bank, [34]). Resulting overland dispersal may have served to mix existing island assemblages, and increased gene flow between incipient species may have halted or reversed the speciation process and reset the speciation clock. Secondly, the relatively low average distance between islands (relative to M–I distances; Fig. S1.1), combined with the likelihood that a non-random subset of capable dispersers [35] colonized the Caribbean archipelago from the mainland could have combined to make dispersal among islands more common than dispersal from the mainland to the islands, thus recovering the relationship between species turnover and geographic and environmental distance.

The closer match of terraranan I–I turnover to the mainland-predicted slope is perhaps counterintuitive as amphibians are generally considered to be poor dispersers [36-38] and are expected to be more sensitive to salt water than reptiles. Thus, one might expect over-ocean dispersal limitation to have a greater effect on the terraranan I–I relationship. One possible explanation is that terraranans are also more limited by overland dispersal than anoles, perhaps because of susceptibility to desiccation. This is consistent with the smaller range sizes and higher rates of turnover among mainland terraranan assemblages compared to anoles. Thus, while terraranans may be poorer dispersers, the relative difference in overland and overwater dispersal may be lower for terraranans than anoles, leading to a smaller difference between M–M and I–I turnover relationships. In general, we predict that the greatest (or smallest) differences between
mainland and island turnover will not occur in clades that are uniformly poor (or strong) dispersers, but rather in those clades that have low overwater dispersal ability relative to overland dispersal ability.

(d) Caveats

An appreciable proportion of named anole and terraranan species are geographically restricted allopatric populations that are assumed but not known to be reproductively isolated from their sister species [16,17]. Because accurate estimates of species turnover depend on correct species assignment, taxonomic splitting of two populations that are quantifiably differentiated but not reproductively isolated could arbitrarily inflate estimates of species turnover, especially on islands where researchers may be more likely to delineate unique species. However, for anoles at least, a few recent studies have split mainland species (e.g., [39]), while several intraspecific genetic studies suggest that some island anoles may actually be under-split [40,41]. Furthermore, if the patterns we observed were due to an island taxonomic bias, then we would expect I–I turnover to be more elevated relative to the M–M relationship than M–I turnover; this was not the case. Last, closely related but allopatric populations and species of both clades are often substantially diverged at the molecular level (e.g., [16,40]), and anoles are often quite different in dewlap and body color (e.g., [42]), while terraranans may often differ in their calls (e.g., [43]), altogether suggesting that differential splitting is not likely to have biased our results.

Our random selection of mainland sub-regions may have missed individual centers of mainland species endemism (e.g. mountain tops). Sampling these areas specifically could have led to a small additional number of high M-M turnover measures. However, our goal was to determine whether M-I and I-I turnover patterns differed from the general, representative M-M
turnover patterns, rather than to focus on particular, possibly unrepresentative, areas. Additional comparison of the turnover patterns of mainland centers of endemism to islands remains an interesting topic for future enquiry.

CONCLUSIONS

Our results show that faunal assembly is, indeed, unique on oceanic islands relative to mainland assemblages. For a given geographic and environmental distance between two localities, mainland–island and island–island assemblages have higher turnover on average than mainland–mainland assemblages, indicating that island biotas are, in fact, exceptionally unique. Higher turnover likely stems from the interaction of reduced dispersal, reduced gene flow, higher ecological opportunity, and increased probability of speciation on islands generated by the inhospitable, overwater barrier. Mainland–island turnover is higher than island–island turnover on average, possibly because the connectivity of islands on the same island bank during glacial high-stands serves to homogenize communities and collapse incipient species. More work is needed to understand whether islands influence other aspects of beta-diversity, such as phenotypic or phylogenetic turnover, in similar ways.
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ABSTRACT

Ecological character displacement (ECD), the evolutionary divergence of competing species, has oscillated wildly in scientific opinion. Thought to play a central role in community assembly and adaptive radiation, ECD recovered from a 1980s nadir to present-day prominence on the strength of many case studies compiled in several influential reviews. However, only nine of 144 cases are strong examples of ECD that have ruled out alternative explanations for an ECD-like pattern. We suggest that ECD’s rise in esteem has outpaced available data and that more complete, rather than simply more, case studies are needed. Recent years have revealed that evolutionary change can be observed as it occurs, opening the door to experimental field studies as a new approach to studying ECD.
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ECOLOGICAL CHARACTER DISPLACEMENT

The theory of Ecological Character Displacement (ECD) proposes that sympatric species that compete for the same set of limited resources should be favored by natural selection to diverge in resource use and phenotype (Box 2.1) [1]. ECD is thought to be a key driver of evolutionary diversification and adaptive radiation [2]. In a comprehensive and thought-provoking monograph devoted entirely to the evolutionary significance of character displacement, Pfennig and Pfennig [3] conclude in their final paragraph: “Character displacement … plays a key, and often decisive, role in generating and maintaining biodiversity.” Moreover, ECD exemplifies eco-evolutionary dynamics, the rapid feedback cycle between evolution and ecology [4,5]. During its 56-year history, ECD has experienced a rollercoaster ride of support in the scientific community, first being embraced enthusiastically, then suffering withering criticism and rejection of its general importance, and most recently climbing back to prominence in evolutionary ecology. In this paper, we review the fall and rise of ECD and conclude that just as many prematurely discarded it in the 1970s, ECD is now being excessively embraced. We show that the data, although mostly consistent with ECD, have not advanced at the same rate as positive opinion during ECD’s revival. To fill this knowledge gap, we suggest a research approach meant to complement existing data on ECD – the evolutionary experiment.

THE RISE, FALL, AND RESURRECTION OF ECOLOGICAL CHARACTER DISPLACEMENT

The rise of ECD during the 1950s and 1960s coincided with community ecology’s newfound focus on interspecific competition as a major player governing species interactions and community assembly. At that time, MacArthur [6] argued that if not for differences in
feeding times, canopy heights occupied, and perches used, warbler species would have competitively excluded one another in Northeast US conifer forests. Connell [7] showed that interspecific competition structured intertidal barnacle communities, and Hutchinson [8] proposed that the regular beak size differences in sympatry between three species of Galápagos tree finch were differences “necessary to permit two [or more] species to co-occur in different niches but at the same level of a food web.” These and other studies (reviewed in [9]) meshed with intuition gleaned from verbal and mathematical models of competitive exclusion [10,11], minimum size ratios [8], and limiting similarity [12,13]. Steeped in this competition-dominated, MacArthurian worldview, evolutionary ecologists found it straightforward to predict ECD: natural selection should favor two species that compete for limited resources to evolve differences that allow coexistence. ECD quickly became “nearly axiomatic in the ecological literature” [14] and was considered a major driver of evolutionary diversification, freely invoked in many cases solely on the basis of a difference in size or trophic traits between sympatric species [reviewed in 15].

However, the importance of interspecific resource competition came under attack during the 1970s and early 1980s (discussed in [16,17]). Various authors argued that the “ubiquitous role of competition” in nature [18] had little support from either observation or experiment [15,18-20]. Wiens [18] noted that the arguments for resource competition were often based on faulty logic, namely that: (i) competition theory predicts differences in resources use; (ii) empirical studies invariably find some difference in resource use, and (iii) these differences are cited as evidence of competition but without conducting the experiments necessary to establish that competition was actually responsible. Indeed, to many, the ECD hypothesis had become unfalsifiable [20] – if species differing in resource use were shown to compete, then competition
was considered to have caused the divergence, but if they were found not to compete, then the
“Ghost of Competition Past” must have already caused them to diverge to such an extent that
they no longer compete [21].

Concomitant with resource competition’s perceived decline in importance, researchers re-
examined the theoretical and evidentiary basis for ECD and found it wanting [15,18-20]. An
influential theoretical model showed that ECD could evolve only under a restricted set of
ecological conditions [22] while re-analysis of previously published data against statistical null
models found that size differences among potential competitors were often no greater than that
expected by chance [19,20]. Moreover, a slew of alternative processes were proposed that could
create a pattern similar to ECD (Box 2.1) [2,15]. By the end of the 1970s, few examples of ECD
had survived the gauntlet [18-20] and according to some “the notion of coevolutionary shaping
of competitor’s niches [had] little support” [21].

However, these critiques did not go uncontested, and some researchers quickly came to the
defense of interspecific competition and ECD (e.g., [9,23-25]); the resulting spirited debates
spawned a wealth of research over the following decade that helped turn the tide of scientific
opinion back in favor of ECD. Specifically, experimental studies garnered stronger evidence for
the prevalence of interspecific resource competition in nature [reviewed in 23, 26, 27] while
theoretical models with more realistic assumptions about resource use functions and trait
variances suggested that the conditions under which ECD could evolve were less restrictive than
previously thought (e.g., [28,29]; reviewed in [2]). Moreover, Schluter and McPhail [30]
standardized a rigorous approach to the study of ECD by proposing a set of six testable criteria
that a strong case of ECD should be able to pass (Box 2.2), thus addressing the criticisms of the
1970s and early 1980s that workers too readily accepted case studies as evidence of ECD before adequately addressing alternative explanations (Box 2.1).

But perhaps most important for the revival of ECD were two reviews by Schluter [2] and Dayan and Simberloff [17] that synthesized an enormous number of studies from the final two decades of the 20th century. These reviews revealed a long list of case studies, some more comprehensive than others, but nearly all providing at least some support for an ECD hypothesis [2,17]; nearly every subsequent discussion of ECD has cited one or both of these reviews.

Thus, today, ECD is again widely considered an important agent of diversification in evolution, a view now regularly expressed without reservation or qualification. A quote from a recent paper by Rando et al. [31] exemplifies the common sentiment: “[ECD] provides a unifying framework for understanding the evolutionary mechanisms of species coexistence and how diversity is maintained.” Similarly, Goldberg et al. [32] write: “Ecological character displacement is considered to be widespread in nature and an important determinant of morphological and ecological differences between widespread species.”

In contrast to this widespread consensus, however, we argue that ECD’s current near-paradigmatic status is not consistent with the available data. While the critiques of the 1970s and early 1980s might have been overly dismissive of ECD, we feel that current opinion is overly accepting. As we show in the next section, case studies of ECD put forth since the contentious debates of the 1970s and early 1980s have increased in quantity, but still few ironclad examples exist. For most cases, interspecific competition hasn’t been documented and confounding mechanisms haven’t been ruled out.

REVISITING THE EVIDENCE FOR CHARACTER DISPLACEMENT
A dearth of strong cases

To survey the current state of evidence concerning ECD and whether stronger evidence has accumulated over time, we re-examined the reviews of Schluter [2] and Dayan and Simberloff [17] and complemented them with our own survey of ECD studies published since 2005. We measured each putative case of ECD against Schluter and McPhail’s criteria [30], which provide a rigorous, standardized, and quantitative way to evaluate the strength of evidence for ECD.

The first observation from these reviews is that there is no shortage of cases documenting a pattern consistent with ECD and satisfying at least one ECD criterion. Schluter [2] identified 64 such cases spanning the years 1964-2000 (Table S2.1; Text S2.1). Dayan and Simberloff [17] simply reported putative cases of ECD, so we went back and scored each study for the ECD criteria. To do this, we trained our scoring against Schluter’s [2] for those studies that were shared by both reviews and then scored the studies unique to Dayan and Simberloff [17] published after 1992. This revealed another 40 cases of ECD, approximately 2/3 of which were published after 2000 (Table S1.1). Our survey of papers published since 2005 yielded another 40 cases that met at least one criterion (Table S2.2; Text S2.1). Clearly, there are plenty of putative cases of ECD in the literature, but how well supported are these cases?

Of Schluter’s 64 cases, only 20 cases met at least four criteria, and only five cases satisfied all six criteria (Figure 2.1; Anolis lizards once, three-spine sticklebacks twice, and Darwin’s finches twice. The sticklebacks and finches are counted twice because they each meet two distinct patterns of ECD – see Box 2.1). Schluter [2,33] concluded that the evidence overall was fairly supportive of an important role for ECD in evolutionary diversification, especially compared to earlier and less rigorous times. He did note, however, that “[the] study of character
displacement nevertheless has a long way to go. Key evidence is still lacking in most of the cases that have been described, particularly about the mechanisms” [33].

Our scoring of the additional cases reviewed by Dayan and Simberloff [17] provides a very similar story, suggesting that the strength of the evidence changed little relative to Schluter [2]. Of their 40 cases that met at least one criterion, only ten cases met at least four criteria, and only one, the three-spine stickleback, met all six (Figure 2.1; Table S2.1).

To determine whether the quality of the evidence has increased in recent years, we reviewed papers published from 2005-2012 (Table S2.2). From those papers, 40 cases emerged that satisfied at least one ECD criterion. Twelve of these cases met at least four criteria and two cases satisfied all six (Escherichia coli in a lab study and three-spine stickleback yet again) (Figure 2.1).

In sum, the evidence for ECD has not improved greatly over two decades since Schluter and McPhail’s paper [30], even as the number of purported examples continues to rise. For the 144 cases examined in the three reviews, the average number of criteria met per case is only 3.3 while just over 5% of cases meet all six criteria. Moreover, those cases that provide strong support for ECD are restricted to only a few groups (i.e., anoles, sticklebacks, Darwin’s finches, spadefoot toads, and carnivore and rodent guilds; see [2], Tables S2.1, S2.2). While the number of cases consistent with ECD has grown in the last 20 years, the depth of the data underlying those cases has not.
FIGURE 2.1. The fraction of cases in Schluter [2], Dayan and Simberloff (D&S) [17], and this study for which at least (a) four or (b) all six criteria were met. We considered only those cases that met at least one criterion and thus excluded 10 additional cases discussed by Dayan and Simberloff [17]. In some instances, the same case is considered in more than one review (e.g., stickleback, compare [2], Tables S2.1, S2.2). However, nearly every case was evaluated using only studies from within a given review; only one case was strengthened by combining data across reviews (Canis spp.; see Table S2.1). Thus, cases can be considered independent of one another across reviews.
Assessing individual criteria

How do the individual criteria fare and what can they tell us about the ecological and evolutionary processes generating patterns of ECD (Box 2.1; Figure 2.2)? Across all three reviews, for cases in which at least one criterion was met, criterion 2 (chance disproved) and criterion 4 (trait change matching resource use) were met most often (70% and 63% of cases, respectively), suggesting that the observed pattern of phenotypic divergence is often greater than expected if species evolved independently of one another, and that such divergence is usually consistent with changes in resource use.

The mechanism underlying the pattern of divergence, however, is often unclear. Resource competition (criterion 6) is the biotic interaction thought to drive ECD; yet, it is documented in only 17% of cases (Figure 2.2). Thus, it is possible that displacement patterns might instead have evolved from other interspecific interactions such as intraguild predation or apparent competition (Box 2.1). It is also possible, however, that in many cases the existence of an ECD-like displacement pattern may have nothing to do with an evolved response to interspecific interactions. For example, only 41% of cases showed that environmental conditions were similar among sites (criterion 5; Figure 2.2), so many putative patterns of ECD could be the result of local adaptation to environmental heterogeneity, irrespective of the presence of an interacting competitor. Similarly, in situ diversification (criterion 3) was documented in just over half of the cases (Figure 2.2), so many patterns of ECD might not be an evolutionary outcome of interspecific interactions, but instead an ecological outcome of processes like dispersal, environmental filtering, and competitive exclusion (Box 1.1). In sum, the majority of putative cases of ECD published in the last 20 years are also consistent with a host of evolutionary and ecological mechanisms other than interspecific resource competition (Box 2.1).
FIGURE 2.2. The fraction of cases for which each criterion was met. We pooled the cases from all reviews ([2,17], this study) for which at least one criterion was met. We note that, following Schluter [2], we assumed a genetic basis for any case of trait over-dispersion (Box 2.1) as these patterns are based on species in sympatry, whose differences likely have a genetic component.
Glass half full or half empty?

Taken together, the state of the evidence for ECD can be viewed in one of two ways. Under the glass half full view, Schluter [2,33] was certainly justified in noting that there are many reasonably well supported cases, especially in the context of the backlash of the 1970s-80s. Most criteria are individually satisfied many times across all cases (Figure 2.2), and the most recent treatment of character displacement [3] does not place undue emphasis on meeting all the ECD criteria in each case: “an overly rigorous application of [the six] criteria can be as problematic as not applying the criteria in the first place” (pp. 16). Thus perhaps it is sufficient to have many reasonably supported examples of ECD.

However, we take the glass half empty view. Despite more than a quarter century’s emphasis on rigorous examination of ECD hypotheses, we still have only nine cases that meet the gold standard by satisfying all six criteria, and as noted above, these nine cases come from a taxonomically limited portion of the biological world. Moreover, it is difficult to determine the frequency and importance of ECD as positive cases are likely published more often than negative ones. ECD might indeed be a pervasive process driving evolutionary diversification, and more and more potential examples are being put forward, but the evidence in support of this proposition is still not overwhelming. At this point, the community needs not more cases of ECD, but better documented ones.

RAPID EVOLUTION AND THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF EVOLUTION IN NATURE

One of the major developments in evolutionary biology in the last quarter century is the recognition that when directional selection is strong, evolution proceeds rapidly enough to be measurable over ecological time – a realization that spawned the new field of eco-evolutionary
dynamics [4-5,34-36]. Neither Schluter [2] nor Dayan and Simberloff [17] noted any studies documenting the evolution of ECD in real time, perhaps not surprising given how recently it was realized that evolution can act rapidly. Nonetheless, since 2005, one such study has appeared: a long-term observational study of Darwin’s finches by Grant and Grant [37] documented a shift in beak size by *Geospiza fortis* in response to competition with a recent colonist, *G. magnirostris*, for drought-limited seed resources (Box 2.3). Observing the evolution of ECD in action provides the benefit of immediately confirming that divergence has occurred *in situ* (criterion 3). If such evolution is repeated in multiple localities, then chance can be ruled out as well (criterion 2). Thus we expect that additional long-term studies like that of Grant and Grant [37] will provide stronger evidence for ECD in a variety of organisms. This might be especially true as climate change and species introductions continue to bring together novel sets of potentially interacting species in quasi-experimental settings.

Perhaps even more importantly, however, the reality of rapid evolutionary change creates the possibility of actually conducting experiments in nature to directly test evolutionary hypotheses, which the work of Endler, Reznick and colleagues has done for guppy life-history traits responding to different predator conditions (e.g., [38]). Direct experimental studies of ECD in the field would present the opportunity to observe ECD as it happens while simultaneously controlling for many factors that have confounded observational studies of ECD (Box 1.3).

Laboratory biologists, of course, have known for some time that ECD can be observed in real-time; indeed, some of the best examples of ECD have come from lab experiments with microbes (e.g., [39,40]) and bean weevils [41]. Several groups have used elegant field experimental approaches to estimate the strength of past natural selection that could have led to present-day pattern of ECD, but those studies focused on populations that had already diverged
The next step, then, is to pair two or more un-diverged competitor species to determine experimentally if and how ECD evolves. We envision a series of experiments carried out in settings that mimic nature as closely as possible (i.e. ponds, small islands, large enclosures), involving transplants of local native species or taking advantage of recent species invasions that have brought together putative competitors with no recent history of competition.

While no field experiment will perfectly control for all factors that affect evolution in nature, carefully designed experiments would address the factors that tend to confound observational studies by controlling variables like environmental heterogeneity (criterion 5) and pre-existing divergence (criterion 3), by providing replication (criterion 2), and by further clarifying any causal link between the presence of resource competition (criterion 6) and morphological divergence in resource related traits (criterion 4). Such experiments address these criteria directly and simultaneously. The evolutionary experiment, combined with studies that address phenotypic plasticity (criterion 1) and further explore the mechanistic nature of the species interactions (i.e., confirming or rejecting resource competition as the driving interspecific interaction), will help provide more conclusive evidence whether ecological character displacement truly is a major driver of evolutionary diversification and adaptive radiation.

CONCLUSION

Our findings suggest that most cases of ECD are also consistent with other evolutionary and ecological processes. Perhaps not coincidently, then, in the few cases where support for ECD is unequivocal, we have a good understanding of the underlying eco-evolutionary dynamics – how does resource depletion lead to competition, lead to natural selection, lead to evolutionary divergence, lead to resource partitioning (e.g., Darwin’s finches; Box 2.3)? Understanding such
dynamics provides a clearer understanding of the ECD and such research can reveal new ECD patterns not currently predicted by theory (e.g., repeated bouts of competition and divergence [39]). In sum, despite nearly two decades of rigorous study, the jury has not yet rendered a verdict on the evolutionary importance of character displacement; however, with the advent of eco-evolutionary thinking and the application of evolutionary experiments in the field, the next two decades should bring the jury much closer to a verdict.
BOX 2.1: PROCESS AND PATTERN IN ECOLOGICAL CHARACTER DISPLACEMENT

The ECD process, as traditionally defined, has two steps: (i) interspecific competition for limited resources creates natural selection that favors those individuals most adept at partitioning resources, which (ii) drives populations to diverge adaptively, either by changing trait means or shrinking trait variance. Interspecific competition is the proximate cause of ECD, creating the resource-use partitioning that is the ultimate cause of phenotypic divergence. The process of ECD is thought to produce two different patterns of displacement: exaggerated divergence in sympatry and trait over-dispersion [2]. Exaggerated divergence in sympatry is when two species are similar in resource use and phenotype in allopatry but diverge in sympatry. Trait over-dispersion is when several sympatric species of the same ecological guild exhibit resource-use phenotypes that are more different from one another than expected by chance, also known as community-wide character displacement [19]. A third pattern, species-for-species matching, is occasionally cited: the replicated, independent evolution of guild structure [2].

Species interactions other than resource competition, however, could produce the same displacement patterns as ECD. One example is apparent competition [43,44]. In this scenario, species A brings its predator into sympatry with Species B. To avoid this new predator, species B shifts its resource use and diverges in phenotype – an apparent response to competition that is only indirectly related to the presence of species A; the two species do not actually compete. Similarly, the outcomes of other species interactions can mimic ECD, including agonistic interactions [45], intraguild predation [46], and reinforcement [47,48]. Except for reinforcement, the importance of these other interactions to evolutionary divergence between closely related species is not known [2].
Independently of species interactions, however, non-evolutionary events or processes can also create a displacement pattern. Take, for example, the phenomenon of ecological sorting. Due to competitive exclusion, only those species that are different enough from one another are able to coexist, so a pattern of trait over-dispersion might result not from *in situ* co-evolution (i.e., ECD), but from the inability of species that have not diverged sufficiently in allopatry to coexist. Similarly, local adaptation along an environmental gradient [e.g., 49], phenotypic plasticity that mitigates a resource-use shift and precludes an evolutionary response, or even random associations can create displacement patterns normally attributed to ECD.
BOX 2.1 FIGURE. (a) Benthic (top) and limnetic (bottom) morphs of the threespine stickleback (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*) have diverged in body shape and body size in sympatry [30] (photo by L. Southcott). (b) In sympatric ponds, tadpoles of the Mexican spadefoot toad (*Spea multiplicata*) develop into omnivore morphs (top) more frequently and tadpoles of the Plains spadefoot toad (*Spea bombifrons*) develop into carnivore morphs (bottom) more frequently than either species does in allopatry [42] (photo by D. Pfennig). (c) Members of the North American weasel guild show equal size ratios in skull and canine size – community-wide character displacement [54, but see 49]. Pennsylvanian specimens of, left to right, a female Least Weasel (*Mustela nivela*), a female Ermine (*M. erminea*), a male Ermine, a male Long-tailed Weasel (*M. frenata*), and a female Long-tailed Weasel (photo by S. Meiri). Sexes are treated as separate “morphospecies” in many analyses of community-wide character displacement.
BOX 2.2: TESTING ECOLOGICAL CHARACTER DISPLACEMENT

The following six criteria are meant to rule out alternative processes that might lead to an ECD pattern [30]. Falsification of any of the six criteria indicates that observed differences did not result from ECD.

(1) *Phenotypic differences between species result from evolved genetic differences among populations in sympatry vs. allopatry.* Character displacement is an evolutionary hypothesis, yet the number of examples of adaptive phenotypic plasticity continues to rise [50, 51]. Thus, the potential for plastic responses to produce a pattern of ECD must be ruled out. Adaptive reaction norms evolved in response to competition (e.g., spadefoot toads [52]), however, are consistent with ECD.

(2) *The character displacement pattern could not arise by chance.* Sympatric species might differ in phenotype solely as a result of random processes; as a result, appropriate statistical tests must be used to demonstrate that differences observed are greater than expected by chance.

(3) *The character displacement pattern results from an evolutionary shift rather than species sorting.* Interspecific competition may allow only species that are phenotypically divergent to coexist, but such divergence among sympatric species need not have resulted from *in situ* displacement. Instead, species might have diverged in allopatry for other reasons, only then becoming capable of successfully colonizing and coexisting in regions of sympatry. Such allopatric divergence scenarios must be ruled out as a cause of an ECD pattern.

(4) *Changes in phenotype (i.e., character displacement) match ecological shifts in resource use.* The theory of ecological character displacement suggests that two species diverge in
phenotype in response to competitively mediated shifts in resource use. Thus, there should be a clear functional link between the displaced trait and the partitioned resource.

(5) **Sites of allopatry and sympatry do not differ appreciably in environment.** Species adapt to many biotic and abiotic components of their environment. Adaptation to undetected differences in resource-availability between sympatry and allopatry may create an ECD pattern (e.g., [49]). Thus, the possibility that an ECD pattern could be driven by variation in environmental factors other than the presence of competitors should be ruled out.

(6) **Evidence shows that similar phenotypes actually compete for limited resources.** The process of ecological character displacement is predicated on the occurrence of interspecific resource competition driving phenotypic divergence. However, a number of other interspecific interactions could cause the evolution of phenotypic differences (Box 2.1). Demonstration of ECD thus requires ruling out other processes by demonstrating competition for resources.
BOX 2.3: OBSERVING ECD IN DARWIN’S FINCHES

In a study of Darwin’s finches, Grant and Grant [33] documented the evolution of ECD across one generational boundary. In 2004, depletion of seed resources during a major drought on Daphne Major island brought the medium ground finch, *Geospiza fortis*, into competition with the large ground finch, *G. magnirostris*, for large seeds. *Geospiza fortis* altered its resource use towards smaller seeds available in the seed bank and natural selection drove evolution toward smaller beaks that were more adept at using such seeds.

The change in phenotype matched the change in resource use (criterion 4) as the shift to smaller seeds was matched by a shift to a functionally more efficient smaller beak size. This was an evolved response (criterion 1; beak size has high heritability in this population and should respond to strong directional selection) that occurred in situ (criterion 3). Three decades of data prior to the 2004 drought served as a control, suggesting that there were no other environmental factors that could have driven the beak size shift (criterion 5). Three lines of evidence directly implicate resource competition for seeds (criterion 6): (i) *G. fortis* relied on large seeds when small seeds were depleted during a 1977 drought before the colonization of Daphne Major by *G. magnirostris*, indicating that the species can overlap in resource use; (ii) behavioral observations in 2004 suggested that *G. magnirostris* fed on a much higher fraction of large seeds than *G. fortis*; and, (iii) during the 2004 drought, the *G. fortis* population declined to a level lower than during any past drought. Of course, because this was a singular event, Grant and Grant [33] could not rule out the possibility that the decrease in beak size by *G. fortis* during the drought in the presence of *G. magnirostris* was a coincidence (criterion 2) [53], although the wealth of long-term data in this study suggests that that possibility is unlikely.
What advantages did the evolution-in-action approach provide? First, the population was observed evolving in real time, leaving no question of *in situ* phenotypic change (criterion 3). Second, the change was observed to occur during the peak of resource limitation, thus ruling out alternative environmental factors that could drive such a pattern (criterion 5) and directly implicating interspecific competition (criterion 6). These three criteria are the most difficult to meet with observational data alone (Figure 2.2).
BOX 2.3 FIGURE. Large beaked *Geospiza fortis* (middle) were inferior competitors to *G. magnirostris* (bottom) for large seeds during the 2004 drought. As large seeds became depleted in the seed bank, natural selection favored smaller beaked *G. fortis* (top) that were better able to exploit small seeds [37]. (Photos by P. and R. Grant.)
GLOSSARY

*Apparent competition* – An indirect interaction in which one species negatively affects the other species by increasing predation by a shared predator

*Competitive exclusion* – A principle stating that two species that compete for the same set of resources cannot coexist, all other ecological factors equal

*Guild* – Any group of species that exploits similar resources in similar ways

*Intraguild predation* – At least one member of a guild of competing species preys upon one or more other members

*Limiting similarity* – A corollary of competitive exclusion, the maximum level of resource use overlap between two given species for which coexistence is still possible
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ABSTRACT
Species divergence driven by interspecific ecological interactions, or character displacement (CD), is widely thought to play a key role in evolution. Yet very few conclusive case studies of CD exist, primarily because of the difficulty of ruling out alternative causes of a CD pattern. Here, we rule out such alternative causes by documenting the rapid, replicated evolution of CD in small-island populations of the lizard *Anolis carolinensis*, following invasion by an ecologically similar species, *Anolis sagrei*. We find that *A. carolinensis* perch higher on invaded islands and, in response, have evolved better-developed toepads in ~20 generations. Documenting the real-time evolution of this common adaptation to increased arboreality in lizards provides robust evidence for CD, a process considered crucial to evolution.

ONE SENTENCE SUMMARY
In only 20 generations, island populations of the lizard *Anolis carolinensis* have adapted morphologically to habitat-use shifts driven by an invasive and ecologically-similar congener.
Character displacement (CD) – in which phenotypic divergence is driven by interspecific interactions, (e.g., resource competition, traditionally) [1] – has ridden a roller coaster ride of scientific opinion in the six decades since it was proposed. In the 1950s and 1960s, CD was championed as a major driver of community structure, evolutionary diversification, and adaptive radiation, but was then dismissed as an unimportant phenomenon during the ecological-null-model backlash of the 1970s and early 1980s [2,3]. Most recently, in the last twenty years, CD’s standing reversed again, gaining wide acceptance in the evolutionary ecology community [4-12]. Yet despite the current consensus that CD is a common and important evolutionary process, the underlying data are not nearly as strong as many might believe—despite a plethora of plausible case studies, very few cases conclusively demonstrate CD’s occurrence [13]. Specifically, the recent rise in support for CD has been fueled by many studies that are consistent with but do not conclusively support CD, largely because it is difficult to rule out processes and events other than those arising from interspecific interactions that can generate similar phenotypic patterns to CD (e.g., local adaptation to environmental gradients, ecological sorting, phenotypic plasticity, or even chance; reviewed in [2,13]). Such difficulty arises from using present-day ecological pattern to distinguish among alternative evolutionary processes that acted in the past.

Documenting the evolution of CD over ecological time, however, may help remove the masking effects of evolutionary time and has great potential to provide strong tests of a CD hypothesis against its alternatives (e.g., [13,14]). Recent years have seen a flourish of studies demonstrating rapid evolution [15,16], which suggests that evolutionary hypotheses like CD should be testable in nature [17], whether such tests observe the real-time evolution of CD directly through manipulative experiment or opportunistically following environmental change. One such opportunistic study of the evolution of CD was conducted by Grant and Grant [14],
who documented diet and morphological shifts in a single population of the Galápagos finch *Geospiza fortis*, following invasion by a congeneric competitor. Because this was a singular occurrence, however, it is difficult to rule out the possibility that CD did not arise by chance or in response to some unmeasured factor. To our knowledge, the replicated, real-time evolution of CD in nature has not been reported.

Here, we document the replicated evolution of CD in the US-native Green Anole lizard, *Anolis carolinensis*, following contact with the invasive Cuban Brown Anole, *A. sagrei*, which colonized southern Florida from Cuba in the 1940s and subsequently spread north [18-20]. We studied lizard populations on a set of small man-made islands, approximately one hectare in size, that were created in the 1950s by the US Army Corps of Engineers during the dredging of the Intracoastal Waterway in Mosquito Lagoon (Fig. 3.1). Shortly after their creation, these islands were colonized by nearby mainland flora and fauna. In 1994, T.S.C. surveyed for the presence of *A. carolinensis* and *A. sagrei* on each of 26 islands along the western edge of the lagoon, finding that each island maintained populations of *A. carolinensis* and that 2 islands had already been invaded by *A. sagrei* [21], which had arrived to the nearby mainland in the late 1980s [18,20]. Y.E.S. resurveyed these islands in 2010 and found that 19 more had been invaded by *A. sagrei* in the 16 years between surveys. Thus, given the 1994 survey, the maximum time that these 19 *A. carolinensis* populations could have been interacting with *A. sagrei* at the time of this study is 16 years (or ~20 generations) [19].

To test whether the presence of *A. sagrei*, an ecologically similar species, has driven CD in *A. carolinensis*, we compared *A. carolinensis* habitat use and morphology on six islands invaded by *A. sagrei* (hereafter “invaded” islands) to the habitat use and morphology of *A. carolinensis* on the last five islands not invaded by *A. sagrei* (hereafter “un-invaded” islands).
(Fig. 3.1). The six invaded islands were chosen because they were similar in size, shape, and age to the un-invaded islands; invaded islands did not differ significantly from un-invaded islands in distance to the mainland, total area, vegetated area, vegetation species richness, or available tree heights (Table S3.1; see SM for details).
FIGURE 3.1. Top: Eleven study islands in Mosquito Lagoon, Florida. *Anolis carolinensis* inhabits all islands. We chose to study six islands invaded by *A. sagrei* (closed circles) and the five islands that remain un-invaded (open circles). Many other invaded islands line the western edge of the lagoon but are not shown for clarity. Bottom left: *A. carolinensis*. Bottom middle: *A. sagrei*. Bottom right: Pursuing lizards on Hook Island.
We developed two directional predictions for *A. carolinensis* ecology and morphology in this system. First, *A. carolinensis* should alter its habitat use to become more arboreal on invaded islands compared to un-invaded islands. Historically, as the only anole native to the United States, *A. carolinensis* used the entire habitat from ground to tree crown [22], a habit shown by most solitary anole species [23,24]. However, *A. sagrei* is aggressively territorial and prefers the ground and lower tree trunks up to approximately 1.5m [22]. Thus, on invaded islands, we predicted *A. carolinensis* would shift to higher perches [21,24,25], retreating to its ancestral niche exemplified today by its Cuban sister species *A. porcatus*, which partitions the vertical environment with *A. sagrei* in Cuba by favoring higher perches [22,26].

Second, such an arboreal shift by *A. carolinensis* should be accompanied by the evolution of larger toepads with more lamellae (setae-laden scales important for adhesion). Comparative studies across the *Anolis* genus have shown that size-corrected toepad area and lamella number correlate positively with perch height across species [22, 27-30]. Functionally, larger relative toepad area improves clinging ability [30], likely permitting anoles to better grasp unstable, narrow, and smooth arboreal perches like twigs and leaves during foraging, predator encounters, and territorial bouts with other lizards.

To test our first prediction of a shift in perch height, we conducted habitat use surveys during May-August 2010 and measured perch height for every undisturbed lizard observed (Table S3.2). We found that on invaded islands, *A. carolinensis* perches significantly higher than on un-invaded islands (Fig. 3.2A; island sample sizes: 57-111; Linear Mixed-Model; $\beta_{sagrei}$ present $= 2.77, t_9 = 6.6$, one-tailed $p < 0.001$; see SM for analytical details).

To test our second prediction of a morphological response to this perch height shift, we measured toepad area and counted lamella number for every lizard captured (Table S3.2).
Consistent with our prediction, we found that *A. carolinensis* populations on invaded islands had larger toepads and more lamellae (Fig. 3.2B; island sample sizes: 41-61; Linear Mixed Models; Toepad Area: $\beta_{sagrei \text{ present}} = 0.15$, $t_9 = 2.7$, one-tailed $p = 0.012$; Lamella Number: $\beta_{sagrei \text{ present}} = 0.57$, $t_9 = 3.3$, one-tailed $p = 0.005$; see SM for analytical details).
FIGURE 3.2. Habitat use shift and morphological response by *A. carolinensis*.

A) Mean of island means (± 1 s.e.) for perch height by *A. carolinensis* in the absence (open circle; n = 5) and presence (closed circle; n = 6) of *A. sagrei*. Perch height of *A. sagrei* shown for comparison (grey circle; n = 6). The presence of *A. sagrei* corresponds with a significant increase in perch height by *A. carolinensis* (Linear Mixed Model: $eta_{sagrei \ \text{present}} = 2.77$, $t_9 = 6.6$, one-tailed $p < 0.001$ – see text and SM for details).

B) Mean of island means (± 1 s.e.) for *A. carolinensis* toepad area (squares) and lamella number (triangles) in the absence (open symbols; n = 5) and presence (closed symbols; n = 6) of *A. sagrei*. The y-axis represents size-corrected residuals for each trait. The presence of *A. sagrei* corresponds to a significant increase in both traits (Linear Mixed Models: Toepad Area, $eta_{sagrei \ \text{present}} = 0.15$, $t_9 = 2.7$, one-tailed $p = 0.012$; Lamella Number, $eta_{sagrei \ \text{present}} = 0.57$, $t_9 = 3.3$, one-tailed $p = 0.005$ – see text and SM for details).
Given this morphological divergence, we estimated rates of evolution for toepad area and lamella number, assuming that populations of *A. carolinensis* on invaded and un-invaded islands were similar before the invasion of *A. sagrei* and taking a conservative estimate of 20 generations since the arrival of *A. sagrei* after 1994. We found that *A. carolinensis* populations have diverged from one another at rates of 0.086 *haldanes* (randomization test for difference from zero: one-tailed \( p = 0.009 \)) and 0.078 *haldanes* (randomization test: one-tailed \( p = 0.013 \)) for toepad area and lamella number, respectively (*haldanes* calculated following [15] – see SM for analytical details). These rates are comparable to other well-known examples of rapid evolution [15] such as soapberry bug beak length in response to novel food [31] or guppy life-history under different predator regimes [32].

An alternative explanation for this morphological divergence is that it represents a phenotypically plastic response to differences in the degree of arboreality; we tested this plasticity hypothesis with a common garden laboratory experiment. We collected wild, gravid females from four invaded and four un-invaded islands, hatched their eggs and raised the offspring. We measured lamella number and toepad area of these offspring and found that the positive effect of *A. sagrei* invasion on *A. carolinensis* toepad area and lamella number was still apparent under shared laboratory conditions (Fig. 3.3; Table S3.3; Linear Mixed-Models. Toepad Area: \( \beta_{sagrei \ present} = 0.14, t_6 = 2.1, \text{ one-tailed } p = 0.043 \); Lamella Number: \( \beta_{sagrei \ present} = 1.45, t_6 = 3.6, \text{ one-tailed } p = 0.006 \); see SM for details). This result confirms that the observed morphological shift does indeed have an evolved, genetic component.
FIGURE 3.3. Morphological response maintained in the common garden. Mean of island means for *A. carolinensis* hatchling toepad area (squares) and lamella number (triangles) in the absence (open symbols; n = 4) and presence (closed symbols; n = 4) of *A. sagrei*. The y-axis represents size-corrected residuals for each trait. The presence of *A. sagrei* corresponds to a significant increase in both traits (Linear Mixed Models: Toepad Area, $\beta_{\text{sagrei present}} = 0.14$, $t_6 = 2.1$, one-tailed $p = 0.043$; Lamella Number, $\beta_{\text{sagrei present}} = 1.45$, $t_6 = 3.6$, one-tailed $p = 0.006$ – see text and SM for details).
We rule out several alternative processes and events that could create the observed CD-like pattern without relying on the hallmark interspecific interactions of CD [2,13,33,34]. First, the habitat-use and morphological patterns we observed in *A. carolinensis* could have been driven by environmental heterogeneity that is confounded with the presence of *A. sagrei*, but as noted above, invaded and un-invaded islands do not differ significantly from one another in age, distance to the mainland, total area, vegetated area, vegetation species richness, or available tree heights (Table S3.1; see SM for details).

Second, the observed morphological pattern could have risen through ecological sorting, wherein *A. sagrei* was only able to colonize those islands on which the *A. carolinensis* population is sufficiently different in morphology. However, *A. sagrei* was purposefully introduced to eleven islands elsewhere in the lagoon and thrived in each case [21], and *A. sagrei* has opportunistically colonized almost every other island in the entire lagoon (~70 total) suggesting that *A. sagrei* is able to invade any island regardless of any potential pre-existing variation among *A. carolinensis* populations.

Last, the inference that *A. sagrei* drives an increase in perch height in *A. carolinensis* could be spurious if the haphazard spread of *A. sagrei* missed, by chance, only those islands where *A. carolinensis* perches low. Indeed, of the eleven islands in this study, the five islands without *A. sagrei* were the five islands with the lowest perch height by *A. carolinensis*. However, this pattern would happen by chance only one time in 462; moreover, invaded and un-invaded islands did not differ in available perch heights (Table S3.1). The perch height shift we detected is consistent with other studies of this interaction [21,24,25].

In sum, our data support the hypothesis that ecological interaction with *A. sagrei* has driven the evolution of CD in *A. carolinensis*. As to exactly what type of ecological interaction,
however, we remain agnostic. Interspecific resource competition is known to be strong across
*Anolis* [23,24,35,36], and *A. carolinensis* and *A. sagrei* do overlap in resource use in other parts
of their range [21], suggesting that they may diverge in habitat to partition food resources.
However, we have not ruled out other, non-mutually-exclusive interactions like intraguild
predation [37], agonistic interactions [34], and apparent competition [38]. Reproductive
character displacement [39], on the other hand, seems an unlikely explanation as the species
differ in species-recognition mechanisms and have never been reported to hybridize.

Regardless of which interaction(s) is at play, we have shown that *A. carolinensis* has
adapted morphologically to a perch-height shift driven by the invasion of *A. sagrei*. The
replicated, controlled, well-documented nature of our study allowed us to rule out confounding
factors that have plagued other observational studies of CD [13] while directly demonstrating
rapid evolution of CD by *A. carolinensis*. Demonstrating such rapid evolution in this natural
system provides further impetus to test CD and other evolutionary hypotheses directly with
manipulative field experiments [32,40].
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ABSTRACT

Traditionally, evolution is thought to proceed through natural selection on heritable phenotypic differences among individuals, resulting in genetic change in populations from one generation to the next. However, some workers argue that non-heritable phenotypic variation that arises through developmental plasticity may also play an adaptive role in evolution by allowing populations to persist in the face of environmental change, providing enough time for other traits, or even plasticity itself, to adapt to the environmental challenge. Here, we test whether phenotypic divergence in toepad area and lamella number in the lizard *Anolis carolinensis* has a genetic basis or is the result of phenotypic plasticity. Small-island populations of *A. carolinensis* that are sympatric with the recent invader, *Anolis sagrei*, have larger toepads with more lamellae compared to allopatric populations. We hatched and raised *A. carolinensis* offspring of mothers from islands invaded and un-invaded by *A. sagrei* and tested whether observed differences in toepad area and lamella number between populations in the field persisted in the laboratory. We found that the differences did persist in the laboratory, suggesting that toepad divergence in these populations has a genetic basis. We also found that lamella number had appreciable heritability although toepad area had much less. These data suggest that increased toepad area and lamella number in populations of *A. carolinensis* sympatric with *A. sagrei* are rapidly evolved adaptations to increased arboreality by *A. carolinensis* in the presence of the invader.
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INTRODUCTION

The traditional perception of evolution that emerged from Modern Synthesis is that evolution proceeds only through natural selection on heritable phenotypic differences among individuals, resulting in genetic change in populations from one generation to the next [1]. As such, phenotypic plasticity – or the ability of a single genotype to produce different phenotypes in response to different environments – was viewed merely as a noise parameter unimportant to adaptive evolution. Because plasticity shields genotypes from the environment (reviewed in [2]), natural selection could not drive evolution [3].

However, a vociferous set of authors has argued that plasticity can indeed be adaptive and thus play an important role in determining the trajectory of evolution (reviewed in [2,4-7]. Essentially, if environmentally induced plasticity allows a subset of individuals to persist in new or changing environments, then directional selection will favor those individuals able to respond and the degree of plasticity itself will evolve (e.g., the ‘Baldwin Effect’ [4]). Moreover, plasticity may allow populations to persist long enough for the facultative plastic response to become constitutively expressed (e.g., genetic assimilation [8,9]) or for other traits to evolve by traditional evolution by natural selection and thus mediate the environmental challenge [2,4,6]. This broader picture of adaptive evolution suggests that we must understand how phenotypic plasticity and genetic evolution combine to be able to reliably interpret the evolutionary history of observed phenotypic variation in nature.

The *Anolis* lizard radiation is remarkable for the repeated evolution of a set of ecomorphs across the four islands of the Greater Antilles [10,11,12]. Ecomorphs are habitat specialists with morphologies functionally adapted to their specific lifestyles. The most obvious of these habitat-morphology-function relationships is that of limb length to performance on perches of certain
diameters [11,12]. Specifically, those species adapted to broad perches have longer legs relative to their body size that make them more adept at running quickly, while species specialized to narrow perches have relatively shorter legs that make them better able to maneuver without stumbling [11,13].

To investigate how genetic evolution and phenotypic plasticity contribute to ecomorphological disparity in limbs, previous studies have tested the ability of Anolis hind-limb length to respond plastically to differences in growth environment during ontogeny [14,15]. Juveniles of both A. sagrei [14] and A. carolinensis [15] were grown on narrow (1cm) or wide (9cm) diameter perches to examine whether juveniles from each perch treatment would diverge in limb length, as predicted from observations of lizards in the field. The authors found that, for each species, lizard hind limb length changed in the expected direction given the perch diameter on which juveniles were raised, suggesting that hind-limb length has a plastic component and that plasticity may play an important role in the evolution of Anolis morphological disparity. However, the authors of these studies note that the degree of plasticity seen in their experiments is much less than phenotypic differences in hind-limb length seen between species, suggesting that there is an evolved, genetic component to the ecomorphological differences as well.

A less appreciated aspect of anole ecomorphology is the relationship between habitat use, toepad morphology, and clinging ability. Size-corrected toepad area and toepad scale, or lamella, number correlate positively with perch height across Anolis species [16-20]. Relative to body size, larger toepads with more lamellae translate functionally to better clinging ability in anoles [20,21]. This correlation of arboreal lifestyle with larger, better clinging toepads suggests that large toepads are an adaptation to arboreality. Recent research has shown that flexible perches like leaves and twigs make for treacherous movement through the habitat [22,23]. Because the
proportion of flexible perches is likely to increase with increased arboreality, better clinging ability afforded by large toepads may be more important for arresting falls from a poor jumps and correcting mistakes made on unstable, narrow, or waxy perches during foraging, predator encounters, or territorial bouts with other lizards.

Is phenotypic plasticity important for toepad traits? For lamella number, at least, plasticity seems an unlikely explanation, as scanning electron micrographs of *A. carolinensis* toepads suggest that they are fully established prior to hatching (T. Sanger, *pers. comm.*) and scale number may be fixed in lizards at birth [24]. Moreover, in a common garden experiment with *A. oculatus*, Thorpe et al. [25] tested for plasticity in the number of lamellae and other body scales for populations from mesic versus xeric environments. Thorpe et al. reasoned that if scale differences among populations of *A. oculatus* resulted from plastic responses to different environments, then those scale differences should disappear in common garden conditions. However, Thorpe et al. [25] found that lamella and body scale differences persisted in the common garden, suggesting that divergence in these traits has an evolved genetic basis. To our knowledge, such a study has not been carried out for toepad area.

In the study described here, we use a common garden experiment to test the contribution of phenotypic plasticity to variance in lamella number and toepad area for populations of *A. carolinensis*. As described in Chapter 3, Mosquito Lagoon spoil-island populations of *A. carolinensis* sympatric with the recent invader, *A. sagrei*, have diverged from allopatric *A. carolinensis* populations in toepad area and lamella number in response to an arboreal shift driven by *A. sagrei*. The invasion is recent [15, 26-27] and presence-absence surveys conducted in 1994 [28] and again in 2009 [Chapter 3] reveal that the observed divergence in toepad area and lamella number must have occurred ~16 years, or 20 generations [27]. If divergence in
toepad area and lamella number has a genetic basis, then the rates at which sympatric populations have diverged from allopatric populations are on par with well-known examples of rapid evolution in nature (Chapter 3).

METHODS

Lizard collection and care

In late July 2011, we collected gravid *A. carolinensis* females from four invaded and four un-invaded islands. These islands were a subset of those described in Chapter 3. We chose fewer islands for logistic reasons, as lab rearing of *Anolis* lizards is a laborious, costly, and space intensive. Although *A. carolinensis* toepad area and lamella number are significantly diverged between invaded and un-invaded islands, the effect is small. To give ourselves the most power to recover observed field differences in laboratory settings if there is indeed a genetic component to trait divergence, we collected females from the islands whose lamellae and toepad areas were most diverged. We targeted and returned the gravid females to common cage and lighting laboratory conditions within four days of collection. Snout-vent length (svl) and mass were measured at time of capture.

Females were housed individually in Critter Keeper® cages with bamboo dowels, cage carpet, and a potted plant for laying eggs. Lizards were misted twice daily and fed 2-3 times per week with crickets that had been gutloaded with Flukers® Orange Cubes and Flukers® High Calcium Cricket Diet. Directly before feeding the lizards crickets, the crickets were dusted with vitamin and calcium powders. Female cages were shuffled regularly to randomize any within room environmental variation.
We checked plant pots for eggs three times per week from August to November 2011. Females were measured for svl and mass when eggs were discovered. Eggs were collected and nested in 1:1 vermiculite:water nesting material, sealed in petri dishes to slow water loss, and incubated at 28°C [29]. We weighed petri dishes when first placed in the incubator and replaced water as it was lost. Upon hatching, we measured the svl and weight of each lizard. We raised offspring in individual cages and shuffled cages regularly to randomize any within room environmental variation. Offspring were fed and misted by the same regimen as adults, except that smaller cricket sizes were used as appropriate to the size of the lizard. We raised each offspring for six months and then measured toepad area and lamella number as described in Chapter 2. Not all females had offspring that survived to the measurement stage, while some females had multiple offspring survive. Island counts for number of successful females and surviving hatchlings are in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island</th>
<th>A. sagrei invasion</th>
<th>Females collected</th>
<th>Successful Dams</th>
<th>Hatchling sample size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hornet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizard</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Twin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osprey</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Twin</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4.1. By island, Anolis sagrei invasion status, number of females collected in the field, number of females that successfully hatched offspring that survived to 6 months, and hatchling sample size. These hatchlings were used in linear mixed models to test whether observed toepad differences in the field were recovered under common growth conditions.
Analysis

Testing for the persistence of divergence in the field

We tested whether lab-reared *A. carolinensis* with mothers from invaded islands showed the same pattern of increased toepad area and lamella number as *A. carolinensis* populations from invaded islands did in the field. We used linear mixed models with the *lme()* function implemented in the R package *nlme* to build, for toepad area and lamella number separately, a linear mixed model that included lizard svl as a random effect and island as a fixed effect:

\[ \text{lme(trait} \sim \text{sagrei presence*svl, random} = \sim \text{svl | island).} \]

The interaction term was not significant so we chose the following reduced model: \[ \text{lme(trait} \sim \text{sagrei presence + svl, random} = \sim \text{svl | island).} \]

Because it can be difficult to confidently sex juvenile lizards, we did not include sex as a term in the model. Not being able to include a sex effect is unlikely to influence our results because our field data for adults demonstrate significant effects of the presence of *A. sagrei* on toepad traits regardless of whether sex is included in the model. Because of low hatchling and adult sample sizes, we did not include an indicator for each hatchling’s dam. The rationale for including such an indicator is to help account for maternal effects that may influence offspring morphology; however, there were no differences among dams from invaded and un-invaded islands in field svl, mass, or body condition (see Results), suggesting that maternal effects should be minimal.

Heritability \( (h^2) \) estimates from mother-offspring regressions

We estimated heritability of toepad area and lamella number by regressing each hatchling’s size-corrected trait value against the size-corrected trait value of its mother. There were too few individuals per island to make reliable within-island heritability estimates, so we pooled individuals from all the islands into one “Mosquito Lagoon” population. We corrected for
size by pooling females and offspring and regressing each toepad trait value against its corresponding. After checking that the interaction term between svl and age class was not significant, we saved the residuals from these trait–svl regressions for heritability estimation.

We estimated heritability using mother–offspring regression. Again, because of small sample sizes, we present one set of analyses where mother–offspring regressions were partially pseudo-replicated; ten dams were included in regressions more than once because they had more than one offspring. We present a second set of analyses where pseudoreplication was removed by taking sibling trait averages for siblings and running the same mother–offspring regressions. Both datasets are reported for comparison.

RESULTS

Testing for field patterns in the lab

A linear mixed model with svl as a random effect and island as a fixed effect revealed a significant positive effect of *A. sagrei* invasion on *A. carolinensis* toepad area and lamella number under shared laboratory conditions (Fig. 4.1; Table 4.1; Toepad Area: $\beta_{\text{sagrei present}} = 0.14$, $t_6 = 2.1$, one-tailed $p = 0.043$; Lamella Number: $\beta_{\text{sagrei present}} = 1.45$, $t_6 = 3.6$, one-tailed $p = 0.006$; see SM for details). This result suggests that the observed morphological shift does indeed have an evolved, genetic component that persists when raised in common laboratory conditions.

Common garden studies often run through an F2 generation to address concern about maternal effects influencing the result. We do not think maternal effects would confound our treatment effect (i.e., presence or absence of *A. sagrei*) because there were no differences among wild-caught dams from invaded and un-invaded islands in svl, mass, or body condition.
(mass/svl) (Linear Mixed Models. svl: $\beta_{\text{sagrei present}} = -0.13, t_6 = -0.19, p = 0.86$; mass: $\beta_{\text{sagrei present}} = 0.11, t_6 = 1.07, p = 0.33$; body condition: $\beta_{\text{sagrei present}} = 0.002, t_6 = 1.34, p = 0.23$).

FIGURE 4.1. Morphological response maintained in the common garden. Mean of island means ± 1s.e. for *A. carolinensis* hatchling toepad area (squares) and lamella number (triangles) in the absence (open symbols; n = 4) and presence (closed symbols; n = 4) of *A. sagrei*. The y-axis represents size-corrected residuals for each trait.
Heritability ($h^2$) estimates from mother-offspring regressions

Estimates of heritability for toepad area taken as the slope from mother-offspring regressions ranged from 0.13 (s.e. = 0.22) to 0.23 (s.e. = 0.17) for non-pseudo- and pseudo-replicated datasets, respectively (Figure 4.2A; Table 4.2); $P$-values were not significant for either case. Heritability estimates for lamella number ranged from 0.52 (s.e. = 0.16) to 0.61 (s.e. = 0.15) for non-pseudo- and pseudo-replicated datasets, respectively; $P$-values were significant at the 0.005 level for each case (Figure 4.2B; Table 4.2).

TABLE 4.2. Estimates of heritability for toepad area and lamella number taken from mother-offspring regressions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Females pseudoreplicated</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>$h^2$ - Toepad Area (St. Error / p-value)</th>
<th>$h^2$ - Lamella Number (St. Error / p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.23 (0.17 / 0.20)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.15, 0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.13 (0.22 / 0.55)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.16 / 0.004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a – Pseudoreplicated analyses did not account for females that were multiply represented because they had multiple offspring. Pseudoreplication was removed by averaging trait values for offspring, thereby including each female only once.
FIGURE 4.2. Mother-offspring regressions for toepad area (A,C) and lamella number (B,D).

Axes represent size-corrected residuals from a trait-svl linear regression. The top row includes all individuals so mothers that had more than one offspring are pseudoreplicated. The data in the bottom row are not pseudoreplicated, as offspring averages were taken for mothers that had more than one offspring.
DISCUSSION

The basis of toepad variation

In the field, we observed that island populations of *Anolis carolinensis* that were sympatric with *A. sagrei* perched higher and showed larger toepads with more lamellae, compared to allopatric populations (Chapter 3). We wished to know whether such morphological divergence was the result of phenotypic plasticity or genetic evolution. We tested this question by taking gravid *A. carolinensis* females from sympatric and allopatric populations and raising their offspring under common growth conditions. If the field differences between sympatric and allopatric populations were due to genetic evolution, then those differences should be maintained in the lab. If plasticity was the source of the differences, then toepad morphologies should converge in the lab. We found the former: that the differences seen in the field persisted in the lab (Fig. 4.1). Thus, morphological divergence in these populations of *A. carolinensis* is likely the result of evolved character displacement in response to novel interactions with *A. sagrei* over a short period of time. At most, *A. carolinensis* populations have been evolving with *A. sagrei* since 1994, which translates to approximately 20 generations if one assumes slightly more than one generation per year [27]. Using the Haldane to estimate rates of divergence for toepad area and lamella number reveals divergence rate estimates similar to other well known examples of rapid evolution such as such as soapberry bug beak length responding to novel food [30] and guppy life-history adapting to different predator regimes [31] (see Chapter 3).

Heritability in toepad area and lamella number

The mother-offspring regressions estimate narrow-sense heritability ($h^2$), or the proportion of phenotypic variance that is due to additive genetic variance. Additive genetic
variance is the avenue through which populations are able to respond to natural selection because additive variance determines how closely offspring resemble parents [32].

For lamella number, $h^2$ estimated in the non-pseudoreplicated dataset is 0.52 (s.e. 0.16) (Figure 4.2A; Table 4.2). This value falls well within the range ofheritabilities observed for artificially selected traits in agricultural and livestock species [33], so toepads should respond strongly to any selection for more lamellae in an arboreal environment. This result is consistent with our findings that arboreal A. carolinensis sympatric with A. sagrei maintained toepads with more lamellae in both the field (Chapter 3) and in the common garden experiment (Fig. 4.1).

For toepad area, $h^2$ in the non-pseudoreplicated dataset is 0.13 (s.e. 0.22), and the estimate is not significantly different from zero (Table 4.2). Thus, much of the phenotypic variance in toepad area must stem from non-additive sources of variance, like dominance variance, epistatic variance, or variance due to the environment [32]. Because offspring toepad area does not reliably reflect the phenotype of the mother in these populations, toepad area might not respond to selection in a predictable manner. Such low heritability likely explains why the differences we recovered for toepad area in the common garden experiment were not as strong as the differences for lamella number (Fig. 4.1).

Yet we do see toepad area differences persisting in the common garden, suggesting that the differences have evolved despite the lack of additive genetic variance. This result may be explained by our pooling of mother-offspring pairs across island populations to estimate heritability in a single Mosquito Lagoon population. Because narrow-sense heritability is defined as $h^2 = V_A / (V_P)$, where $V_A$ is the additive genetic variance, $V_P$ is the total phenotypic variance, and $V_P$ contains variance due to dominance, epistasis, and the environment, estimates of $h^2$ are strictly valid only for the population and environment in which heritability was measured [32].
Thus, our lagoon-wide estimates for heritability may differ from the true values for individual islands because independently evolving island populations of *A. carolinensis* may differ in how much epistatic, dominance, and environmental variance contribute to heritability. In other words, within islands, toepad area may be more heritable than the estimate from pooled data, possibly explaining why we still found toepad area divergence in common garden conditions. Another possibility is that we are underestimating the true heritability because we do not have data from the sires. Parent-offspring regression approaches to estimating heritability often test the average trait value of both parents against the offspring value. Because *A. carolinensis* has appreciable sexual dimorphism, the relationship between male and female offspring to just female parents may not be as tight as if both parents were included in the regression. For heritability from a single-parent/offspring regression, some workers double the slope of the regression as an estimate of heritability (e.g., [34]).

*Implications for the Anolis radiation*

The common garden experiment described in this chapter suggests that toepad variation in these island populations of *Anolis carolinensis* is heritable (for lamella number at least) and that the observed toepad divergence from Chapter 3 has a genetic basis (for both toepad area and lamella number). Our findings are consistent with other results in anoles, especially with respect to lamella number. First, the lamellae appear to be fully developed prior to hatching (T. Sanger, *pers. comm.*). Second, Thorpe et al. [25] found evidence for a genetic basis of differentiation in scale characters, including lamellae, in *Anolis oculatus*. Third, Calsbeek and colleagues [34-36] report broad-sense heritabilities above 0.50 for scales (albeit without saying which scale type) in Bahamian populations of *A. sagrei*. Given that *A. carolinensis, A. sagrei* and *A. oculatus*
diverged roughly 16-18 million years ago [15,37,38], it may be safe to assume that most *Anolis* populations show heritability in lamella number and that diversity in lamella number among species and ecomorphs is the result of genetic evolution.

What of other ecomorphological traits? Thorpe et al. [25] also found evidence for a genetic basis of differentiation in limb traits, whereas Calsbeek and colleagues [34-36] report broad-sense heritabilities above 0.50 for body size, dorsal pattern, and hindlimb length in Bahamian populations of *A. sagrei*. Thus, while phenotypic plasticity may explain some variation in morphological traits among populations (e.g., limb length [14, 15]), much of the diversity among populations is likely to have an evolved genetic basis.

The ready ability of *Anolis* populations to respond to selection and rapidly evolve in ecomorphologically important traits ([39,40]; Chapter 3) suggests phenotypic plasticity during ontogeny may not have played a large role in the evolution of morphological disparity during *Anolis* evolution. To the extent that such intraspecific processes can be extended to interspecific evolution, it seems likely that ecomorphological diversity across the *Anolis* adaptive radiation evolved according to the traditional ideas of evolution that emerged from the Modern Synthesis.
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Conclusion

Yoel E. Stuart
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26 Oxford Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
Community ecologists are interested in the large and small scale factors that influence how species in communities assemble, coexist, and change [1]. In Chapter 1, I investigated the large scale biotic and abiotic factors that govern species turnover patterns in mainland and island communities of *Anolis* lizards and Terrarana frogs.

Consistent with other studies [2-4], we found that species turnover among mainland communities increased with geographic distance and environmental dissimilarity for both anoles and Terraranan frogs. Turnover in Terraranans occurred more quickly than for anoles, probably because the frogs less capable dispersers and more sensitive to environmental changes between communities. We found that species turnover between mainland and island communities was much higher than predicted by the mainland model. In fact, turnover was nearly always complete; only the remarkably good colonizer *Anolis sagrei* was found on both islands and the mainland. Such severe turnover between island and mainland communities is likely driven by the inhospitable barrier (i.e., saltwater) that separates islands from the mainland. The saltwater barrier effectively increases the distance across which dispersers must travel and reduced mainland-to-island dispersal and gene flow will increase the probability of speciation islands. Moreover, increased ecological opportunity on islands promotes within island radiation, increasing levels of island endemism and species turnover from the mainland.

In island-island comparisons, we found that species turnover was on average higher than predicted by the mainland model. However, the rate of turnover with distance and environment was similar to the mainland. Why might the mainland model better predict island-island turnover? First, the set of island-to-island geographic and environmental distances are not as large as the set of mainland-to-island distances; shorter dispersal distances increase the odds of two communities sharing species. Second, island species are already likely to be good dispersers
because they colonized the islands in the first place. Combining good dispersal abilities with typically high population densities on islands increases the likelihood of successful colonization of more than one island. Third, many island systems are part of larger banks that are connected during periods of low sea-level. When islands are connected, they effectively create larger land masses and overland dispersal homogenizes communities. In this way, island-island turnover is higher than expected from the mainland model but not as severe as mainland-island turnover. Overall, these results suggest that islands do accumulate diversity uniquely from the mainland because of the water barrier that surrounds them.

Future work in this system should include a phylogenetic approach (e.g., [5]). For now, the phylogenies of Anolis lizards and Terrarana frogs do not have good enough coverage of mainland species to investigate the island effect on phylogenetic beta diversity. At present, however, the phylogenies for the two clades are sufficient to ask whether islands that accumulate diversity through in situ diversification have different patterns of phylogenetic turnover than islands that accumulate diversity through anagenetic change or dispersal.

In Chapters 2-4, I examined the evolutionary outcome of a novel species interaction, with implications for community assembly and species coexistence. In Chapter Two, I examined whether the current, positive scientific opinion for Ecological Character Displacement (ECD) is warranted by the available data. I reviewed 144 putative cases of ECD and found that the average case met only 3.3 ECD criteria. Only 5% of cases met all six criteria and these gold standard cases were limited to a small portion of the biological world. The most surprising result, given the weight that competition-driven evolutionary divergence is afforded in the literature (e.g., [6]), is that only 17% of cases showed evidence of resource competition. I recommended that more complete data could be gathered by measuring ECD in real time, either in species
responding to environmental change or species invasion, or directly through evolutionary experiment. Unlike cases that rely on observational data, such studies would directly test several of the ECD criteria that are most difficult to meet, thus providing more conclusive evidence for the importance of ECD in nature.

In Chapter Three, I presented a real-time test of character displacement in the lizard *Anolis carolinensis*. I found that *A. carolinensis* shifted its habitat use to become more arboreal in the presence of an invader, *A. sagrei*. As a result, *A. carolinensis* adaptively diverged in toepad area and lamella number to match the habitat shift and the rates of divergence in toepad area and lamella number rival other well-known examples of contemporary evolution [7,8]. This study addressed four of the six character displacement criteria: it ruled out chance, showed a trait/habitat-use relationship, documented *in situ* change, and showed that invaded and uninvaded island environments were not significantly different in any major habitat variables. Chapter Four addressed the fifth criterion: that observed morphological changes were the result of genetic evolution and not phenotypic plasticity. We found that the morphological differences observed in the field persisted in common garden conditions, suggesting that toepad divergence was an evolved response. The heritability estimate for toepad area was 0.13 (s.e. = 0.22); the estimate for lamella number was 0.52 (s.e. = 0.16).

Together, Chapters Three and Four showed that *A. carolinensis* has shifted its habitat use and adaptively evolved its toepads to match its new environment. These studies ruled out environmental heterogeneity, ecological sorting, phenotypic plasticity, and chance as possible explanations of the habitat and morphological shift, leaving novel interactions with *A. sagrei* as the most likely mechanism driving evolution in *A. carolinensis*. The last piece of the puzzle will be to sort out the nature of this interaction between *A. carolinensis* and *A. sagrei*. Interspecific
competition is well documented in anoles [9] and likely plays an important role in character
displacement in our system. However, I have not ruled out alternative interactions that may also
contribute, like apparent competition, agonistic interactions, and intraguild predation
(reinforcement seems unlikely as the two species differ greatly in dewlap and have not been
reported to hybridize). Discerning the type (or types) of species interaction that serves to drive
initial habitat divergence by *A. carolinensis* will close the book on this story. Regardless of the
outcome, however, this study stands as a strong case for the rapid evolution of character
displacement driven by *A. carolinensis* in response to novel interactions with *A. sagrei.*
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TABLE S1.1. Islands included for anoles and terraranans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island</th>
<th>Anoles</th>
<th>Terraranans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abaco</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acklins</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andros</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anegada</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anguilla</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbuda</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beata</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalina</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayman Brac</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crooked</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culebra</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desirade</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleuthera</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S1.1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exuma</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonave</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Bahama</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Cayman</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Turk</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Inagua</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadeloupe</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispaniola</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Juventud</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jost Van Dyke</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Cayman</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Inagua</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little San Salvador</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie-Galante</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinique</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayaguana</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mona</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montserrat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navassa</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevis</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Providence</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petit Cayemite</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rum Cay</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saba</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samana Cay</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Salvador</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saona</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Bimini</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Barthelmey</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Christopher</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Croix</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Eustatius</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. John</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lucia</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S1.1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Martin</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Thomas</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Vincent</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tortola</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tortue</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vache</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vieques</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE S1.2. Fifteen environmental variables derived from Worldclim dataset for quantifying environmental dissimilarity (in addition to mean NPP from the MODIS satellite). The function column gives the function applied to all 0.008 dd cells within an island or mainland sub-region to derive the variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Related Bioclim variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>ALT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>ALT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>ALT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual temperature</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>BIO1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual temperature</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>BIO1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual temperature</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>BIO1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum temperature</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>BIO6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum temperature</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>BIO5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature seasonality</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>BIO4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual precipitation</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>BIO12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual precipitation</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>BIO12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual precipitation</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>BIO12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum monthly precipitation</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>BIO14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum monthly precipitation</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>BIO13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation seasonality</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>BIO15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE S1.1. Minimum convex polygons showing the range of environmental and geographic distances encompassed by mainland-mainland (black line), mainland–island (red), and island–island (blue) comparisons.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

*Perch Height*

We visited islands between 7am and 2pm from May-August 2010. The average number of visits across the summer per island was 8.3. We collected lizard perch height data using the “Rand survey” method (Rand 1964), whereby we walked through the habitat slowly until we observed an undisturbed adult lizard. We noted the perch at which the lizard was first observed and measured the height of the perch to the nearest cm with a tape measure. Sample sizes are in Table S2.

We used Linear Mixed Models to analyze our data because they incorporate within-island variation by nesting islands as a random effect within the fixed treatment effect (i.e., the presence of *Anolis sagrei*) (Gelman and Hill 2007). The untransformed perch height data were right-skewed, so we square-root transformed them to approximate normality. We conducted our analyses using the *lme()* function in the R package *nlme* and built a full model that includes sex as an explanatory variable as follows: lme(sqrt(lizard perch height) ~ sagrei presence * sex,
random = ~sex | island). The interaction term in the full model was not significant so we built the following reduced model: lme(sqrt(lizard perch height) ~ sagrei presence + sex, random = sex | island). Residuals from this model were exhibited no structure around zero. The presence of *A. sagrei* significantly predicts perch height in *A. carolinensis* populations (see main Text for statistics), even after significant perch differences by sex are taken into account ($\beta_{\text{male}} = 1.94$, $t_{807} = 3.7$, one-tailed $p < 0.001$).

*Morphological Divergence*

We measured toepad area and lamella number from flatbed digital scans of the fourth toe of the hindfoot for every adult lizard we caught. This toe is commonly used in studies of *Anolis* toepad functional morphology because it is the largest toe, likely most important, and because Glossip and Losos (1997) showed high correlation for lamella number among toes. We measured lamella number by counting all lamellae on the third and fourth phalanges of the toe and traced the area encompassed by those lamellae for toepad area. We measured right and left toes and averaged them for analysis. We also measured snout-to-vent length (svl) as a proxy for body-size correction during analysis. Distributions of toepad area and lamella number were approximately normal and were not transformed. Sample sizes are in Table S3.2.

As above, we used Linear Mixed Models to nest island random effects within our *A. sagrei*-presence fixed effect. For toepad area and lamella number, separately, we built full models that included lizard sex and svl as random effects: lme(trait ~ sagrei presence*sex*svl, random = ~sex + svl | island), where trait is either toepad area or lamella number. Neither the three-way interaction term nor any of the two way interaction terms were significant so we chose a reduced model that did not include interaction terms: lme(trait ~ sagrei presence + sex + svl, random = ~sex + svl | island). Residuals of this model also exhibited no structure around zero.
The presence of *A. sagrei* was a significant predictor for both toepad area and lamella number (see main text for significance values). Toepad area was also significantly predicted by sex ($\beta_{\text{male}} = 0.46$, $t_{551} = 4.4$, one-sided $p < 0.001$) and svl ($\beta_{\text{svl}} = 0.12$, $t_{551} = 12.8$, one-sided $p < 0.001$), as was lamella number ($\beta_{\text{male}} = 0.88$, $t_{551} = 4.5$, one-sided $p < 0.001$) and svl ($\beta_{\text{svl}} = 0.04$, $t_{551} = 2.4$, one-sided $p = 0.008$).

*Rates of Divergence*

We calculated rates of evolution using the *haldane* ($h$), a measure of the proportional change per generation in standard deviation units (Kinnison and Hendry 2001). We used the equation

$$h = \left(\frac{x_s}{s_p} - \frac{x_a}{s_p}\right)/g.$$

$x$ is the mean of island trait-means for either size-corrected toepad area or size-corrected lamella number. Subscript $s$ represents islands where *A. carolinensis* is sympatric with *A. sagrei* (i.e., invaded islands) while subscript $a$ represents islands where *A. carolinensis* is allopatric to *A. sagrei* (i.e., un-invaded islands). $g$ is the number of generations since divergence began, which we conservatively take to be twenty generations as *A. carolinensis* likely has slightly more than one generation per year and *A. sagrei* began colonizing the islands during or after 1994. $s_p$ is the pooled standard deviation of the island means across $a$ and $s$ islands; this value was calculated as the square root of the within mean-squared error taken from a linear regression of size-corrected trait mean against *A. sagrei* presence or absence. $p$-values were calculated using a randomization test, whereby $a$ and $s$ were assigned to island means in every permutation and $h$ was recalculated in each case to provide a distribution of possible $h$ values. We compared our observed $h$ values to this distribution. R scripts are available from the authors.

*Common Garden Experiment*
In late July 2011, we collected gravid *A. carolinensis* females from four invaded and four un-invaded islands. We returned these gravid females to common cage and lighting laboratory conditions. Females were housed individually in Critter Keepers with bamboo dowels, cage carpet, and a potted plant for laying eggs. Lizards were misted twice daily and fed 2-3 times per week with crickets that had been fed Flukers Orange Cubes and Flukers High Calcium Cricket Diet. Directly before feeding to lizards, crickets were also dusted with vitamin and calcium powders.

We checked plant pots three times per week for eggs from August-November 2011. We collected, incubated, and hatched laid eggs. We raised the offspring in individual cages and shuffled cages regularly to randomize any within room environmental variation. Offspring were fed and misted by the same regimen as adults, except that smaller cricket sizes were used as appropriate to the size of the lizard.

We raised the offspring for six months and then measured toepad area and lamella number, as described above. Because of low sample sizes (Table S3.3), we did not differentiate by sex in our models as our field data demonstrate significant effects of the presence of *A. sagrei* regardless of whether sex is included in the model. We did not include an indicator for each hatchling’s dam, as there were no differences among dams from invaded and un-invaded islands in svl, mass, or body condition (mass/svl) (Linear Mixed Models. svl: $\beta_{sagrei\, present} = -0.13$, $t_6 = -0.19$, $p = 0.86$; mass: $\beta_{sagrei\, present} = 0.11$, $t_6 = 1.07$, $p = 0.33$; body condition: $\beta_{sagrei\, present} = 0.002$, $t_6 = 1.34$, $p = 0.23$).

For toepad area and lamella number, individually, we built a full model that included lizard svl as random effects: lme(trait $\sim$ sagrei presence*svl, random = ~svl | island). The
interaction term was not significant so we chose the following reduced model: lme(trait ~ sagrei
presence + svl, random = ~svl | island).

Environmental Heterogeneity

We tested for environmental heterogeneity between invaded and un-invaded islands. We
used Google Earth to estimate distance to the mainland, island area, and vegetated area for each
island in our study. Because the distributions were not normal, we used Wilcoxon Rank Sum
Tests to test for differences between these variables with island invasion status as the explanatory
variable (Table S3.1).

To test for differences in available tree heights and vegetation species richness, we
conducted point-quarter habitat surveys of island vegetation. Islands have two distinct habitat
types: a forested edge and an open center. Within the forested edge, we used Google Earth to
haphazardly choose survey points in an outer circle close to the forest/water edge and an inner
circle near the forest/center edge. For the open center, we surveyed three to four points along
three to four regularly placed north-south transects, the number of each depending on island size.
At each point, we noted the species identity for the four closest trees and then measured their
heights. We used Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests to test for differences in invaded vs. un-invaded
islands in both tree height and species richness. Species richness was calculated using both the
Shannon and Simpson diversity indices using the 
`diversity()` function in the R package Vegan.
Results are shown in Table S3.1.

*Line of Cedars Island*

We studied one additional island, Line of Cedars, which we did not include in the main
manuscript because its colonization history for *A. sagrei* is not as well documented as our main
study islands. When T.C.S. conducted his island surveys in 1994, he found this island already
colonized by *A. sagrei*, meaning that it arrived sometime in the previous seven to ten years. Including this island does not change our finding that the invaded and un-invaded islands are similar in macro-ecological characteristics. Similarly, there is no qualitative change to our perch height, toepad area, or lamella number findings if this island is included.

*Anolis sagrei* still has a significant effect on *A. carolinensis* perch height ($\beta_{sagrei\ present} = 2.71, t_{10} = 6.9$, one-tailed $p < 0.001$; sex effect: $\beta_{\text{male}} = 1.88, t_{10} = 3.9$, one-tailed $p < 0.001$), toepad area ($\beta_{sagrei\ present} = 0.15, t_{10} = 3.0$, one-tailed $p = 0.007$; sex effect: $\beta_{\text{male}} = 0.47, t_{605} = 4.9$, one-sided $p < 0.001$; size effect: $\beta_{\text{svl}} = 0.12, t_{605} = 13.8$, one-sided $p < 0.001$), and lamella number ($\beta_{sagrei\ present} = 0.43, t_{10} = 2.3$, one-tailed $p = 0.022$; sex effect: ($\beta_{\text{male}} = 0.86, t_{605} = 4.4$, one-sided $p < 0.001$; size effect: $\beta_{\text{svl}} = 0.05, t_{605} = 2.5$, one-sided $p = 0.007$). Estimated rates of evolution are similar and remain significant (toepad area: $h = 0.094$, one-sided $p = 0.006$; lamella number: $h = 0.056$, one-sided $p = 0.043$).
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TABLE S3.1. Tests for environmental heterogeneity between un-invaded (n=5) and invaded (n=6) islands. W is the test statistic for Wilcoxon Ranked Sum tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>W Statistic</th>
<th>p-value (two-sided)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance to Mainland (m)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Area (m²)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetated Area (m²)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available Tree Heights (cm)</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Diversity Index</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson Diversity Index</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE S3.2. *Anolis sagrei* invasion status, *A. carolinensis* perch height sample size, and *A. carolinensis* morphology sample size by island for the 2010 field experiment. For sample sizes, males are listed before the “/” and females after.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island</th>
<th>A. sagrei invasion</th>
<th>Perch height sample size (M/F)</th>
<th>Morphology sample size (M/F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>51 / 15</td>
<td>38 / 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescent</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50 / 12</td>
<td>38 / 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hook</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>53 / 22</td>
<td>42 / 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>60 / 27</td>
<td>44 / 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizard</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>71 / 40</td>
<td>42 / 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Twin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>48 / 21</td>
<td>32 / 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osprey</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>52 / 15</td>
<td>33 / 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>38 / 19</td>
<td>27 / 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Twin</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>60 / 38</td>
<td>34 / 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>57 / 14</td>
<td>41 / 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>48 / 12</td>
<td>27 / 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE S3.3. *Anolis sagrei* invasion status, dam and hatchling sample size by island for the common garden experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island</th>
<th><em>A. sagrei</em> invasion</th>
<th>Dam sample size</th>
<th>Hatchling sample size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hornet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizard</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Twin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osprey</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Twin</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>